
Winter Litter 2018/2019 - Mt Carmel Irish Wolfhounds 
 

Additional information 7-15-2018: 
  
We are tentatively planning on a Winter litter.  Whelping around Dec 2018/Jan 2019.  Next month 
we are planning to finish up on health screenings.  These are going to be the big ones.  Screening 
for Dysplasia in the hips and elbows.  It's always a worrisome screening.  we have had to cancel 
planned breedings in the past for this reason.  It will be extremely heartbreaking if the results 
are bad.  Just as with the ones before we didn't see any issues, even though there is no relation to 
the mother to be.  So obviously we are not an experts.  As breeders and the first puppy buyers, 
We set the bar high.  The puppy we keep will hopefully go onto represent Mt Carmel and our 
hopes for the future.   Mother to be's parents have passed this screening with Good and Excellent 
hips and normal Elbows. 
 
Mother to be is our Sandy.  Her AKC registered name is CH Mt Carmel's Beauty Grace and 
Charm.  Sandy just turned 3 years old March 2018 and is in excellent health.  She is a cream 
wheaten in color.  A very cuddly sweet female, she will throw herself down at your feet roll onto 
her back.  Because she knows no one can resist giving her a belly rub.   Not that this would give 
you three wishes but it will satisfy her wish at getting that belly rub.  She is a good eater, so like 
her mother if we succeed in getting her pregnant.  We will have to carefully monitor her weight. 
Personality and temperament is stellar, she is very extroverted and demanding of attention. 
Especially loves children.  All the things you want of a mother and the first to teach puppies 
about life and what it's all about outside the womb.  Sandy finished her Championship easily, 
and we feel she is worthy of carrying on the excellence we strive for at Mt Carmel. 
 
Our evaluation of Sandy: Her height at 34" at the shoulder.  Beautiful substantial head, dark eye 
and even darker pigment, Nicely set ears a little on the large side and tend to be lazy.  Good 
length of neck flowing into nice lay back of shoulders and long back.  Nice spring of rib and 
substantial rib cage could use more depth.  Slight rise over the loin nice long tail , set a tad bit 
high.  Good bend of knee into low hocks and nice tight toes. Front legs straight with elbows well 
set under and nice fore chest and girth.  Overall of good substance and bone.  No missing teeth 
with scissor bite and no evidence of a narrow jaw.  Coat coarse in texture.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



Father to be is Merlyn: Of McDe Irish Wolfhounds in Ohio.   His AKC registered name is  
AKC/UKC Int. CH Bainbridge Day in the Life.  He is also a proven sire and producer of 
outstanding temperament and conformation in his offspring. Equal in temperament to Sandy. 
This breeding will be a line breeding but not very close.  Merlyn's Sire (Ollivander vom 
Luchemer Bruckchen) is a brother to Sandy's mother Lucy (Okirea vom Luchemer Bruckchen). 
That would make Merlyn and Sandy Cousins.  COI (Coefficient Inbreeding) of less than 7%. 
Merlyn is a dark brindle and he just turned 5 years old this past March 2018.  Merlyn like Sandy 
has a sound beautiful loving temperament you want of a male.  A priority when it comes to our 
continued success in the show ring and in any public situation. 
 
Our evaluation of Merlyn:  Height about 35.5" and substantial.  Really nice long neck into 
outstanding shoulder.  Nice length of back with good girth and slight rise over the loin.  Well set 
tail and long. Nicely bent knees beautiful feet tight and low hocks.  Nice sprung ribs and great 
depth of chest.  Elbows well set under again great girth straight legs.  Head substantial ears 
nicely set, smallish and rosed beautifully. Eyes light (amber in color) coat soft.  
Overall substantial and well balanced. 
 
So what is our goals with this particular breeding: Obviously preserving the stellar personality 
and temperament we have come to expect.  Merlyn brings more depth of chest.  Wolfhounds are 
built on the chassis of an athlete.  A deeper chest will definitely improve lung capacity.  Also a 
better shoulder assembly.  Sandy could use a little more lay back which would also increase her 
reach.   The offspring Merlyn has produced have beautiful shoulders, so we are really looking 
forward to seeing if this breeding gets us closer to our goal of producing not only what looks 
like a wolfhound but functional. 
 
This will also be a Theme Litter and as a part of the contractual agreement to use Merlyn as a 
stud from McDe Irish Wolfhounds " McDe " will be included in the resulting AKC registered 
names.  The theme of this litter will be sports cars.  For example Mt Carmel's McDe Porsche. 
The call name can be any name.  This is just for registering the puppies with AKC. 
 
 
Teresa Kuntz 
teresak@mtcarmelirishwolfhounds.com  
http://mtcarmelirishwolfhounds.com 
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